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Dear Arkansas FFA members, supporters, and donors,
On April 28, our team of six took off our jackets for the final time as state officers
signifying the end of our year of service. As our team gathered at Camp Couchdale
that day to watch the final tap of the gavel of our virtual convention, we had one
overwhelming feeling: loved. Don’t get me wrong, there were tears. However, they
were tears of humble joy and bliss in having had the experience and team we did.
You always hear about the epic life of being a state officer, the people, the places, a
year of Mrs. Patty’s cooking, the camps, the road trips, and everything in between.
However, hearing about it and experiencing it are two completely different things.
Being elected in the middle of a pandemic made me question if our team would
get that experience of past teams. A couple months out of state office, I can easily
tell you we got everything and more. Was it different? Absolutely. Did it push our
Association in ways I never imagined? Yes. There were times I felt completely
unprepared for service in a year like 2020/21 but I always knew we would be
supported and loved by you no matter what.
I’m a firm believer that we were created to be in community with each other and
our team undoubtedly had an epic year because of the community we have here.
On behalf of my team, I can’t express an adequate amount of gratitude for the
way you loved, supported, and pushed us to be better leaders for the future of
our industry. Together, with this community of people, we got to be a part of the
first Arkansas Youth Livestock Expo, the first virtual National FFA Convention and
Anna Mathis’s election to National Office, the first conference in a box, raising
over $35,000 for our Foundation, and breaking ground on the Fletcher Center
renovations.
Thank you for going on this adventure with us, for loving us along the way, and
for always believing in the future of
agriculture. It was an honor to serve
you!
With love,

Brooke Bradford
Brook Bradford on behalf of the
2020/21 Arkansas FFA State
Officer Team
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#1 on Give FFA Day
in number of
donors & dollars

$35,882

375
members attended arkansas
leadership conference

63
chapter presidents attended
chapter presidents’ conference

$287,610
in total donations
to arkansas ffa

$7,750
in foundation scholarships
awarded to arkansas ffa members
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ALUMNI SPOTLIGHT: Megan McCurdy
WHAT HAVE YOU BEEN UP TO SINCE
HANGING UP YOUR BLUE JACKET?
After graduating from Mena High School
in 2010, I headed south to become
a Mulerider at Southern Arkansas
University. While at SAU, I served as
the official Mulerider Mascot where I was
able to represent SAU through many marketing
and recruiting projects. I graduated in 2014 with
my Bachelors of Business in Finance and again in
2017 with my Masters in Business Administration.
I met my husband, Jackson, during college. After
graduating, we felt called to stay in Magnolia,
where I currently serve SAU as the Alumni Director.
We have a two year old son, Cannon, who is
equally obsessed with sheep! I’m keeping my
fingers crossed that we will make many future
memories in the show barn just like my dad and I
shared.

HOW DID FFA CONTRIBUTE TO YOUR SUCCESS AFTER
GRADUATION AND INTO YOUR CAREER?
Participating in FFA primed me to be a responsible, polished, and
hard-working adult. Through CDE and LDE competitions, I learned
to work efficiently on a team, hone my skills in specialized areas,
refine my speaking and presentation skills, and experience firsthand how rewarding it is to see hard work pay off. I was given
the opportunity to travel all over the country to represent the
Mena FFA Chapter. Whether it be livestock shows, leadership
conferences, conventions, or national competitions, every
opportunity was packed with priceless memories and opportunities
for growth. Being a member of the FFA was the most impactful
decision I made in my youth. I also feel very blessed to have been
able to have had my dad (and ag teacher), Bryan Maye, beside
me through some of my most special FFA memories.

WHY DO YOU FIND IT REWARDING TO GIVE BACK TO THE FFA?
During my career, I have learned so much about philanthropy and giving back, which has
made a major impact on the way I view supporting organizations that are important to me.
So many times, people are truly passionate about a project or organization, but feel that if
they are not capable of making a large donation, that their support will simply not matter. I
know this to be very untrue; in fact, it’s quite the opposite. When everyone comes together
and gives what they can afford, we have the opportunity to impact Arkansas FFA
in ways that would be impossible otherwise. I would encourage anyone reading
this to consider this perspective the next opportunity you have to support
Arkansas FFA.
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2020-2021
Highlights

AUGUST
Lee County School District reinstated their agriculture
program for the first time in 17 years with the hiring of
Monette Baker, agricultural education instructor. In the
program’s first year, there were 77 students.

SEPTEMBER
Monty Stotts, Atwoods CFO and former FFA member,
utilized the coin shortage during the pandemic to create a
round-up opportunity for FFA in the states where Atwoods is
represented. His leadership in this initiative resulted in over
$25,000 for Arkansas FFA.

OCTOBER
Anna Mathis, Valley Springs FFA and 2019/20 Arkansas
FFA State President, elected National FFA Secretary
making her the 16th Arkansan to be elected to a
National FFA Officer Team.

NOVEMBER
Kate Maher, host of NCBA’s Cattlemen to Cattlemen, visited
Calico Trailers and collaborated with Arkansas FFA to
provide advertising for Calico Trailers while also featuring
Camp Couchdale and Arkansas FFA.

DECEMBER
Winter Leadership Conference-in-a-Box was launched
thanks to Darling Ingredients, Bekaert, Arkansas
Construction Education Foundation, and Arkansas Elite
Welding Academy.

JANUARY
Arkansas FFA Alumni Conference was held in Batesville
where the State Officers and participants toured Spartan
Mowers.

FEBRUARY
Arkansas FFA led National FFA’s Give FFA Day in number
of donors and dollars raised.

MARCH
Gordon Eichelberger hired as new Arkansas FFA Advisor.

APRIL

The 2021/22 Arkansas FFA State Officer team was elected.
Team members include Josie Kelly, President; Kaleb
Barenburg, Secretary; William Blankenship, Southern
District Vice President; Alyssa Andrews, Eastern District Vice
President; and Caleb Bailey, Northwest District Vice President.

MAY
Renovations of the Fletcher Leadership Center started
following Governor Asa Hutchinson appropriating $2.5
million for the renovation and expansion of Camp
Couchdale.

2020 American Degree Recipients
As the highest degree achievable in the National FFA Organization, the American
FFA Degree shows an FFA member’s dedication to his or her chapter and state FFA
association. It demonstrates the effort FFA members apply toward their supervised
agricultural experience and the outstanding leadership abilities and community
involvement they exhibited through their FFA career.

Felicity Allison, Genoa Central

Hailey Roye, Fayetteville East

Lane Bogle, Valley Springs

Allyson Sellers, Vilonia

Jim Burk, Fayetteville East

Morgan Shelton, Pocahontas

Kaiya Davis, Glen Rose

Tyler Smith, Hamburg

Alexa Dowell, Batesville

Kyler Stolarik, Batesville

Madison Gray, Fayetteville East

Caleb Swears, Carlisle

Julie Griffin, Siloam Springs

Savannah M. Taylor, St. Paul

Cassidy Hass, Greene County Tech

Presley Tullos, Piggott

Laney G. Johnson, Batesville

Madison Vanderkooi, Piggott

Shanna Johnson, Cossatot River

Kacey Williams, Greenbrier

Hannah Jones, Maynard
Madison Lawson, Stuttgart
Julian Maddox, Batesville
Emalee Grace Marlin Tate, Batesville
Cheyenne Massey, Hackett
Anna Mathis, Valley Springs
Allie McMahen, Magnolia
Greysun E Perry, St Paul
Kelsey Rohr, Mountain Home
Brady Clayton Rowland, Mount Ida
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2021 Scholarship
Recipients

Farm Credit Services of Western Arkansas Scholarship
Josie Kelly, Mountain Home
Katee Johnson, Mountainburg

Jack Warnock Memorial Scholarship
Kaleb Barenberg, Lincoln

Marvin Vines Memorial Scholarship
Cheyenne Hogan, Mountain Home

Landy Nelson Doyel Memorial Scholarship
Kaitlyn Vest, County Line

I.L. Ish Stivers Memorial Scholarship
Abby Suit, Lake Hamilton

Jack Justus Memorial Scholarship
John Booker, Drew Central

Orval Childs Memorial Scholarship
Kaden Michael Bryant, Centerpoint

Lee Griffith Memorial Scholarship
Haley Schulten, Mountain Home

Marion D. Fletcher Scholarship
Macy Lamkin

Arkansas FFA License Plate Scholarship
Karlea Standlee, Berryville
Kylee Wood, Cedar Ridge
Caleb Bailey, Cotter
Ethan Shaw, County Line
William Blankenship, Crossett
Haley Quillen, Drew Central
Taylor Orrell, Emerson
Karli Rabb, Emerson
McKayla Williams, Fayetteville
James Colton Hewitt, Fouke
Emily Fenton, Genoa Central
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Adam Cook, Greenbrier
Kacie Bragg, Greenbrier
Sawyer Henderson, Greenbrier
Cason Ray Murray, Greene County Tech
Cayse Fowler, Highland
Cooper Anderle, Mena
Daxton Hickman, Mountain Home
Tori Ross, Mountain Home
Molly Parker, Nashville
Alexis Rochier, Prairie Grove
Cara Parret, Prairie Grove

2021 State
Star Farmer

SUNNI WEAVER
Arkansas Virtual Academy

The Star Farmer is awarded to the FFA member that demonstrates the top production
agriculture supervised agricultural experience in the state. The member must
demonstrate outstanding achievement, active FFA participation, and an exemplary
scholastic record.

My SAE, which include poultry, Boer goats,
Hampshire sheep, and maintainer and
commercial cattle, began when my grandfather
gave me a trio of large fowl Cochin breed chickens. I
started raising chicks from that trio with the goal of
breeding to the standard set forth by the American
Poultry Association. As my breeding lines improved,
I began an entrepreneurship of marketing exhibitionquality Cochins. Through funds generated by the sales
of chicks and hatching eggs, I was able to acquire
three Boer doe goats, which are the foundation stock
of my current herd of sixty. The improvement of my
herd genetics through selective breeding allowed
me to begin marketing Boer goats for breeding and
exhibition purposes, which provided capital for the
additions of sheep and cattle projects.

WHAT INSPIRED YOUR SAE?
The inspiration for my SAE is rooted in my
eagerness to learn about livestock health,
nutrition, management, and genetics. The daily
experience of managing livestock enables me to
grow in knowledge and develop life skills,
which serve as strengths in achieving
future goals.

2021 State Star
in Ag Placement

CASEY BURDEN
Lincoln FFA

The Star in Agricultural Placement is awarded to the FFA member with the top
agricultural placement supervised agricultural experience in the state. The member
must demonstrate outstanding achievement, active FFA participation, and an exemplary
scholastic record.

My SAE is beef production placement.
For most of my life, I’ve been working on
my grandparents' farm where we run two
separate cow-calf operations. I take part in every
aspect of the production. I help check fences, feed
and vaccinate cows, and assist with the genetic
and nutrition aspects of the operation. We do
most of our gathering and some vaccinating on
horseback. My SAE may just be a family tradition,
but it has allowed me to learn many things like the
cattle market, nutrition, genetics, and many other
life skills that I will always use.

WHAT INSPIRED YOUR SAE?
The farm is a family tradition. There is one
person in my life that has pretty much taught me
everything I know, and that's my grandpa. When
I was little, we would wake up every morning and
watch the Market Day Report on RFD-TV where
he taught me all about the cattle market. He is
the person that told me to follow my dreams and
also inspired me to start my own cattle business
where I raise Angus bulls. My grandpa has
always been there to teach me all the
things I know now.

2021 State Star
in Agribusiness

Abbi Wilhite
Lincoln FFA

The Star in Agribusiness is awarded to the FFA member with the top nonproduction
agribusiness supervised agricultural experience in the state. The member must
demonstrate outstanding achievement, active FFA participation, and an exemplary
scholastic record.
My SAE has many pathways including Animal
Systems, Agribusiness Systems, and Food
Products and Processing Systems. I have a herd
of dairy goats that I have to vaccinate, implement
breeding systems, maintain records, calculate feed
portions, and milk daily. I also have a beehive that I
have to feed, inspect, harvest honey, and bottle the
honey that is harvested. I use the milk and honey to
create a variety of products for my business. I have
social media accounts and participate in several craft
fairs to sell my products. My parents allow me to use
their land to work my goats and keep a beehive in
exchange for goat milk soap and fresh honey.

WHAT INSPIRED YOUR SAE?
My biggest motivation was to create a sustainable
income to support my SAE. I found this to be
successful around the same time my dad’s illness
worsened and had to have open heart surgery. My
family was struggling financially due to my father’s
inability to work. I quickly realized that my business
could not only create sustainability for my SAE, but
also for my family. Creating this business helped take
away some of their financial burden. I also created
this business because I have a desire to help my
future, give awareness to local communities of the
importance of agriculture, and to strengthen their
knowledge of quality products made by local
farmers.

TEACHER SPOTLIGHT: Tricia Adcock

FFA CHAPTER
Stuttgart

YEARS TAUGHT
28

FAVORITE CLASS TO TEACH:

Advanced Agricultural
Communications & Leadership

WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO BECOME AN AGRICULTURE TEACHER?
Being a part of something bigger than myself has always been a part of who I
am. When I was in high school, I was fortunate enough to have two amazing
agriculture teachers, Mr. Arthur White and my dad, Mr. Glenn Cole. Both of
these men set me on my path to becoming the teacher that I am today. I had
such a great experience in my agriculture classes and the FFA organization that it was just
natural to choose being an agriculture teacher as a career. Besides, where else can you get
paid to have fun while you work with the best people in the world?

WHAT WAYS DO YOUR STUDENTS BENEFIT MOST FROM THE FFA?
I must say that I am very fortunate to work in a program like Stuttgart’s. Our students
not only get the benefit of my diverse background but also that of my teaching partner,
Mr. Barry Rogers. Together, we make a formidable team and are strong advocates for the
success of each and every one of our students. One of the things that we stress in our
program is that there is something in agriculture and FFA for everyone. No matter what
you are interested in, agricultural education and the National FFA Organization provides
opportunities for students to strengthen their leadership skills, interpersonal talents, and
develop a strong network of support for their future. Through a student’s involvement
in the FFA, they are given a wide variety of opportunities to learn how to communicate,
discover talents that they were unaware of before, and gain basic life skills that will help
them in their everyday lives.

WHAT IS ONE PIECE OF ADVICE YOU GIVE YOUR STUDENTS?
One thing I tell our students is to question everything. Just because something has been a
certain way for years, does not mean that it has to stay that way. I want them to discover
things for themselves and to form their own opinions. I try to be more of a facilitator for
our discussions and not the actual lecturer. I talk with our students like I talk to
our own personal children, authentically and candidly. The Stuttgart Agriculture
Department has a policy for our students - once you take an agriculture class
you become our “kid” and you are always our “kid”.
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Dear Arkansas FFA supporters and donors,
We’ve all heard the staggering statistics regarding the drastic measures we must
take to address the food and fiber needs of the roughly 10 billion people who will
inhabit the world by 2050. And, thanks in part to Covid-19, the essential worker
status has appropriately been designated to those in the agricultural and skilled
workforce arenas. We are ready for the daunting task at hand. The question is
- how do we get from Point A to Point B? How do we connect our youth to these
careers upon which our very existence depends? Agricultural education is the
answer, and so many of you are helping to solve this challenge because of your
faithful giving to the Arkansas FFA.
In two years, we have tripled the funds generated by the Foundation, and we
have been able to meet some incredible financial needs of our building project
at Couchdale. With your help, we can achieve the goal of remaining debt free in
our construction costs for our renovated Fletcher Center and our new agricultural
mechanics lab, but we are still short of what we need to finish this project. To
answer this need, I invite you to consider naming rights for a space or maybe
a banner sponsorship for our agricultural mechanics lab. We are committed to
growing the future leaders needed by our world, but we ask you to also consider
investing in the future of this industry that we all love.
Our teachers are committed to launching these students into the workforce, so
that when a skilled worker is needed, our former students can proudly say that
their skills and passion were catapulted by an excellent agricultural education
program. The future seed geneticist, robotics engineer, or solar energy technician
will credit their experiences in the FFA for developing the needed confidence to
pursue a challenging career path.
‘I believe that American agriculture can and will hold
true to the best traditions of our agricultural life,
and that I can exert an influence in my home and
community which will stand solid for my part in that
inspiring task.’ I challenge you to think about your
part in this task. By investing in Agricultural Science
and Technology, we can do our part in reducing the
shortages of high-skilled workers in food, agriculture,
renewable natural resources, environmental, and
technical fields. Thank you for partnering with us!
Most Sincerely,

Jennifer Cook
Jennifer Cook
Director, Arkansas FFA Foundation
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Current Needs

Development of an
Animal Science Pavilion.
Refurbishment of the Lake
Catherine seawall, dock, outdoor
patios, and event spaces.

Construction of a new
Leadership Lodge to be used
by FFA State Officers, FFA
Staff, and special guests.
This would also include a full
kitchen which could be used
for Food Science experiential
learning opportunities.

Implementation and modernization of Camp
Couchdale to include more sustainable and
energy efficient technology such as Tesla battery
storage technology, electric vehicle charging
stations, solar panels, and more energy efficient
water, heating, and air units.
Rebuild the swinging bridge to withstand the
use of small utility vehicles.
Construction of a new cabin
for male members.
Modernize the cafeteria to better meet the
student and teacher capacity and needs.

New asphalt around the camp.
Install a swimming beach on the opposite side
of the lake, connected by the swinging bridge.
Development of new camper experiences such
as a ropes course, volleyball court, and paddle
boards and kayaks.
Move and restore old green cabin
and create a large historical space
for Arkansas FFA and agricultural
education in Arkansas.

Construction of a greenhouse
for plant and aquaculture
teaching facilities which can
also address food insecurities
in the area while collaborating
with the Arkansas Game &
Fish Commission and Garland
County Master Gardeners.

Create chip sealed or otherwise semi-solid
walking trails throughout the acreage
across the lake for natural resource
education and exposure.
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Corporate Donors
Donations made between July 1, 2020 - June 30, 2021

DIAMOND
$25,000+

BRONZE cont.
Fresh Country Fund Raising
AVATA
National Ag Law Center
Darling Ingredients
Bekaert Steel
Elite Welding Academy
Farmer’s Bank & Trust
Arkansas Construction Education Fdn.
McKee Foods
Arkansas Vet Tech Association
Arkansas Veterinary Medicine Assoc.
Seitz Fundraising

Arkansas Farm Bureau Federation
Calico Trailers

PLATINUM
$15,000 - $24,999
Atwood’s
Riceland Foods
Electric Cooperatives of Arkansas

GOLD
$10,000 - $14,999
Farm Credit Cooperatives of Arkansas
Wieghat Graphics

FRIEND
$500 - $999

SILVER
$5,000 - $9,999

Axels Plus
AgHeritage Farm Credit Services
Arkansas Forestry Association
Hot Springs County Farm Bureau

Farm Credit Services of Western Ark.
Cavender’s
Blue & Gold Sausage
Entergy
Greenway Equipment
Superior Trophies

SPECIAL THANKS
to The Poultry Federation for
sponsoring the 2020 Arkansas FFA
Turkey Trot!

BRONZE
$1,000 - $4,999
CEV Multimedia, LTD
Arkansas Beef Council
Rebsamen Fund
Arkansas One Call
MFA Oil
Cargill/The Poultry Federation
Butterball/The Poultry Federation
Arvest Bank
Springdale Tractor/Kubota
BWI Companies
Simmons Foods
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DONOR SPOTLIGHT: Arkansas Farm Bureau
WHY DOES A R FB DONATE TO THE ARKANSAS FFA FOUNDATION?
We see FFA as a key
developer of the future
leaders of Arkansas
agriculture. Their work to
instill in young people the values
of lifelong learning, a love for
agriculture and the commitment
to serve are important to our
state and to agriculture.

WHAT IS THE VALUE OF YOUR RELATIONSHIP WITH ARKANSAS FFA?
Arkansas FFA allows us to develop
relationships with young people
who share the same interests as the
Arkansas Farm Bureau, and that is to
advocate the interests of agriculture
in the public arena, share information
about the value and importance of
agriculture and then improve the
quality of life for those involved in
agriculture.

AS EVERYONE HAS DEALT WITH THE CHALLENGES OF THE PAST 18
MONTHS, WHY DID YOU CONTINUE TO SEE THE IMPORTANCE OF
INVESTING IN ARKANSAS FFA?
There is never a bad time to do the right thing, and the work of Arkansas FFA did
not stop during the pandemic, so neither should our support of their good
work. We have a deep history of organizational support for Arkansas FFA,
and that has stood the test of time and will exist long into the future.
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Chapter Donors
FOUNDATION PLUS

CHAPTER DONORS

CHAPTER DONORS

Bentonville
Bentonville West
Bergman
Bismarck
Bradford
Carlisle
Centerpoint
Clinton
Corning
Cossatot River
County Line
Crossett
Drew Central
Emerson
Farmington
Fouke
Green County Tech
Greenbrier
Harrisburg
Kirby
Lafayette County
Lincoln
Magnolia
Mansfield
Mena
Mountain Home
Pangburn
Pocahontas
Prairie Grove
Rose Bud
Salem
Searcy
Southside Bee Branch
Star City
Taylor

Blevins
Cabot
Camden-Fairview
Cedar Ridge
Cedarville
Clarksville
Concord
Conway
Cotter
Dover
Elkins
Fayetteville
Fountain Lake
Genoa Central
Gentry
Glen Rose
Green Forest
Gurdon
Guy Perkins
Hamburg
Harrison
Hector
Hermitage
Hope
Horatio
Hoxie
Jackson County
Jessieville
Junction City
Kingston
Lake Hamilton
Lamar
Lavaca
Lonoke
Magazine
Manila
Marshall
Mayflower
Maynard
Melbourne
Midland
Mount Ida
Mount Judea

Mountainburg
Mountain Pine
Mt. Vernon-Enola
Mulberry
Murfreesboro
Mulberry
Nashville
Nemo Vista
Nettleton
Newport
Norfork
Ozark
Paragould
Ozark
Pea Ridge
Piggott
Pottsville
Prescott
Quitman
Rector
Rison
Riverside
Scott
Scranton
Sheridan
Shirley
Siloam Springs
Sloan-Hendrix
Spring Hill
Springdale
Springdale Har-ber
St. Paul
Timbo
Truman
Two Rivers
Valley Springs
Valley View
Van Buren
Vilonia
Waldron
Western Grove
Western Yell County
Westside-Jonesboro
White County Central
White Hall

CHAPTER DONORS
Alma
Ashdown
Augusta
Batesville
Blevins
Blytheville
Bradley
Brinkley
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TEACHER SPOTLIGHT: Ron Koch

FFA CHAPTER
County Line

YEARS TAUGHT
12

FAVORITE CLASS TO TEACH:
Electricity

WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO BECOME AN AGRICULTURE TEACHER?
Being raised on a cattle and poultry farm, I have always had a love for
agriculture. I began showing steers at the age of nine and continued all
throughout high school. Being involved in 4-H and FFA as a youth provided
many opportunities for my love of agriculture to grow. After visiting the
University of Arkansas in the fall of my senior year, I knew that agricultural
education would be my major. It was my professors that convinced me that I did not have
to be an expert on every area of agriculture; ag teachers just need to know a little about
a lot of different things. I soon realized that as an agriculture teacher, I could get paid to
share my passion for agriculture with young people.

WHAT WAYS DO YOUR STUDENTS BENEFIT MOST FROM THE FFA?
Agricultural education and FFA provide students with a completely different way to learn
compared to the traditional areas of education. Students get to learn and experience
a wide scope of subjects that affect their daily lives and then apply them in real world
applications. Whether the activity relates to raising livestock for food or a pet that serves
as a companion, understanding how to troubleshoot and fix an engine or safely repair a
faulty light switch, manage a budget for a livestock show project or produce fruits and
vegetables from their own garden, there are opportunities for all types and levels of
students in FFA. When taken advantage of, FFA teaches students real world survival skills.
On numerous occasions, I’ve had former students contact me to say thank you for the
experiences they gained through FFA. Many credit FFA for the success they have found
thus far. FFA offers diversity and includes all students who seek to explore what it has
to offer for them. Two former members, one legally blind and one that is nonverbal and
confined to a wheelchair, found success in raising and showing livestock at the county,
district, and state fairs through FFA. I’ve seen students who shake from nervousness as a
freshman in the show ring grow to overcome that anxiety as they speak in front
of hundreds of people as a senior. Over the years, I’ve had numerous students
who have entered the electrical field. In short, the life of an agriculture teacher is
worth all it entails because of the difference it makes in the lives of students.
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Corduroy Club Members

Remember the first time you zipped up that blue corduroy FFA jacket? Think about all
of the wonderful memories you made as an FFA member! Here’s your opportunity to
give back to an organization that provides life changing opportunities to students across
Arkansas. Your monthly gift will be allocated by the Arkansas FFA Foundation wherever
the need is greatest. Memberships start at just $10/month!
PRESIDENT’S CIRCLE

BLUE JACKET BELIEVERS cont.

FRIENDS OF THE FFA cont.

Tyler & Monica Griffin
Darrel Way

Christy Hoyle
John Jones
Ron Koch
Todd Martin
Nancy Meador
Lauren Mitchell
Mark Montgomery
Kristin Pennington
Wendie Phelps
Patti Priest
Terra Purifoy
Ben Rutherford
Becca Spinks
Denise Trotter
Shelby Vanoven
Caleigh Watlington
Darla Werrman
Eddie White

James Cannon
Jamie Chambliss
Sandra Cox
Kimberly Crouch
Nikki Davidson
Tyler Davis
Frankie Duckett
Dikelin Evans
Wes Fairchild
James Fain
Mattie Fulmer
Ben Gander
Josh Garner
William Gentry
Clint Hale
Anna Hall
Amber Harrell
Alicia Hawkins
Chris Hayes
David & Karen Hays
Traci Henderson
Arthur Hill
Gary Hines
Toby and Kim Hogan
Carson Horn
Wauleai Huckabee
Eric Hughes
Amanda Wrinkles Jackson
Jayme Jeane
Hayley Jernigan
Carol Johnson
Susan Johnson
Freda Justus
Michael Justus
Ron Koch

LEGACY INVESTORS
Senator Bruce Maloch
Blake Morgan

RISING SUN SUPPORTERS
Renea Baker
Michelle Clark
Jennifer Cook
Kent & Nina Crutchfield
Ernie Deaton
Linda Laughlin
James McJunkins
Rob Roedel

BLEED BLUE & GOLD
Macy Braswell
Marcus Crawley
Rhianna Wagner

BLUE JACKET BELIEVERS
AECT Department,
University Of Arkansas
Chris Bacchus
Christopher Barber
Ronnie Cassaday
Robert Crawley
Alex Dykes
Chris Estepp
Monte Fain
Marion Fletcher
Robert & Patty Fulton
Emily Hansen
Don Harlan
Lindsey Holtzclaw

FRIENDS OF THE FFA
Peggy Abbott
Anthony & Janene Ashlock
Clint and Michelle Bacchus
Valerie Thompson Bailey
Casey Beavers
Lanny Bosnick & Sons
Kelly Boyd
Michelle Brown
Jeremy Bull
Cody Burkham
Sheila Burroughs
William Burroughs
Kevin Burrow
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FRIENDS OF THE FFA cont.

FRIENDS OF THE FFA cont.

FRIENDS OF THE FFA cont.

Victoria Maloch
Rex Martin
Kent Mathis
Merideth Matyja
Chase McCormick
Robert McDonald
Paula McDougald
Robert McMahen
Mark & Anita Minter
John Mitchell
Lesley Newsom
Jessica Oyler
Betsy Petty
Briana Plyler
Caleb Plyler
Thomas Powell II
Kermit Price
Larry Ramthun

Christy Reynolds
Justin Reynolds
Amber Richard
Jonathon Rowland
Clayton Sallee
Jon Sanders
Freddie Scott
Ray Scott
R & S Skarda Farms
Amy Smith
Hunter Smith
John Steen
Gale Stewart
Denise Sweat
Deanna Taylor
Foster Thomspon
Troy Thompson
Triska Farms

Jimmie Tucker
Susan Wallace
Justin Waller
Kellie Warren
Hope & Kirk Warner
Kinsey Watkins
Troy Weatherley
Kisia Weeks
Kaye White
Rodney Wiedower
Taylor Wiedower
Justin Willis
Sunni Wise
Taylor Wiseman
Wynn Family Farms, LLC
Van Younes
Don Young

corduroy club membership levels
• Friends of the FFA - $100/year
• Blue Jacket Believers - $240/year
• Bleed Blue + Gold - $600/year
• Rising Sun Supporters - $1,200/year
• Legacy Investors - $2,400/year
• President's Circle - over $6,000/year
• Forever Blue - Planned Gifts
• Forever Gold - Endowments
visit arkansasffa.org/foundation to review the benefits
of each membership level and sign up today!
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Blue Jacket Society
The Blue Jacket is the great equalizer of the FFA. No matter where you are from, how
much money you have, or who your parents are, the blue corduroy jacket allows every
FFA member to create their own identity and open the doors to future success in this
organization.
To commemorate the experience, we all
shared in the blue jacket, the Arkansas FFA
Foundation has developed the Blue Jacket
Society. This is a unique opportunity to
forever encase your part in that inspiring task.
A donation of $2,500 will allow for your jacket
or the jacket of someone you know to be
displayed in the newly renovated Marion D.
Fletcher Leadership Center. Your donation
will be used to maintain facilities at Camp
Couchdale as well as provide resources for
leadership development activities for our FFA
members.

Legendary Owl Hall of Fame
Most of us have that special teacher who provided true knowledge that was ripened with
wisdom. They were the one the students admired and thought the world of, the one the
parents entrusted with their kids (even if it included a 10-hour bus ride), the one the
community trusted as a resource in the time of need, and the one that provided advice
and encouragement for other teachers.
A new Agricultual Education Training Complex
consisting of a model agricultural education
classroom, state of the art agricultural mechanics
lab, and animal science lab teaching facility is
being built as part of the expansion at Camp
Couchdale. For $2,500, your favorite owl can have
permanent recognition in our Agricultural Education
Training Complex with a photograph and listing of
their teaching history and accomplishments. The
donation can be paid in full, a pledge over time
(not to exceed five years), or many individuals (i.e
former students and family members and friends)
may pool their money together. All money raised
will support the operation of Camp Couchdale.

DONOR SPOTLIGHT: Nina + Kent Crutchfield
WHY DO YOU DONATE TO THE
ARKANSAS FFA FOUNDATION?
From our earliest memories, our
parents fostered an affection
for sharing our time, talent,
and treasure. Arkansas FFA was
extremely influential in our formative
years, supporting us first, thus making
the choice to provide financial support for
today’s FFA members an easy one.

WHAT IS THE VALUE OF YOUR RELATIONSHIP WITH ARKANSAS FFA?
When we joined our respective FFA
chapters as high school freshmen,
we both found a sense of belonging
in the corduroy jacket and FFA
t-shirts. The sense of family hasn’t
diminished over time. Instead,
it has grown stronger as our
friendships have deepened. Our
FFA relationships continue to be a
strong part of our lives today.

AS EVERYONE HAS DEALT WITH THE CHALLENGES OF THE PAST 18
MONTHS, WHY DID YOU CONTINUE TO SEE THE IMPORTANCE OF
INVESTING IN ARKANSAS FFA?
The FFA creed speaks of “less need for charity and more of it when needed”. These
are not just words to memorize. They are ideals to apply. As such, we are keenly
aware that many of our current blessings are a direct result of others investing in
our FFA experiences, especially as former state FFA officers. Now, as adults,
FFA graduates, and former state FFA officers, we believe in modeling the
practice of giving, especially when it is needed most. “To whom much is
entrusted, much more will be demanded.”
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Donations

Ready to donate to Arkansas FFA?
1. Tear out the form below and return it to
301 Catherine Park Road, Hot Springs, AR, 71913
OR
2. Donate online at arkansasffa.org/giving

YES!
$25

I want to contribute to help the Arkansas FFA Foundation.
Enclosed is my contribution payable to “Arkansas FFA Foundation.”

$50

$100

$500

$1,000 OTHER $

NAME:
ADDRESS:
CITY, STATE, ZIP:
PHONE:
EMAIL:

THANK YOU FOR YOUR GENEROUS CONTRIBUTION!
The FFA Foundation is a 501(c)3 nonprofit corporation. Your donation is
eligible for a charitable deduction on your federal income tax.

ALUMNI SPOTLIGHT: Logan Moss
WHAT HAVE YOU BEEN UP TO SINCE
HANGING UP YOUR BLUE JACKET?
I graduated from Nevada High School in
2019 where I had been a five-year FFA
member and a three-time chapter officer.
After graduation, I decided that I wanted
to pursue a career in agricultural policy
and that there was no better place to kickstart that
dream than at the University of Arkansas.
The Dale Bumpers College has provided me
opportunities to advance my education and my
résumé beyond anything that I ever could’ve
imagined. I have been a member of the U of A
student government, a college ambassador, and
lead mentor for our honors program. In March of
2020, I had the opportunity to travel to D.C. to
discuss agricultural policy with some of the brightest
college students in the country, as well as meet
with U.S. Senators and Representatives on behalf of
the university. Last summer, I had the opportunity
to intern for Governor Asa Hutchinson where one of my responsibilities was dealing with
the ag policy issues that arose due to COVID-19, such as the closing of meat processing
facilities.
I found my passion in increasing equity in the agriculture industry which led me to pursue
a research project related to minority representation at colleges and universities across
Arkansas, specifically those with an agriculture program. I plan to graduate in December
2021 with a degree in agricultural leadership. I hope to continue using my knowledge of
the agriculture industry and passion for service to make the industry that I love more
accessible to everyone who wishes to join.

HOW DID FFA CONTRIBUTE TO YOUR CAREER INTERESTS, AND
HOW DO YOU SEE IT DOING THE SAME FOR OTHERS?
FFA exposed me to careers in agriculture that were not related to working on a farm. While
I am grateful for the life skills learned rebuilding fences in the 100-plus degree Arkansas
summers, I knew that is not what I wanted to do for a career. The first time I heard the
words ag and policy combined was at an information session at the 2017 National FFA
Convention. Since then, I have been fixated on the idea of improving our industry through
successful policy and education.
Without question, the biggest misconception about the agriculture industry is that it only
includes farming. FFA does an awesome job of allowing members to gain experience in
various parts of agriculture. Whether that be through CDEs, LDEs, camps or any other
FFA event, this exposure is paramount in the alleviation of the biases that our
industry faces. I cannot thank Arkansas FFA and agricultural education enough
for allowing me this exposure and providing me with the tools needed to
chase my dreams.
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Arkansas Cattlemen’s Association

RALPH STEWART

SAMMY COX

AVATA Representative
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RONNIE DUCKETT

20 Year Club Representative
Retired Ag Ed Instructor

HANNAH GRAY

Farm Credit Midsouth

AR FFA Advisory Committee Chair
Greene County Tech FFA

JUSTIN REYNOLDS

CLINT HALE

Arkansas Farm Bureau Federation

JUSTIN WIEDOWER
AVATA Representative
Quitman FFA

DAVID HAYS

AVATA Representative
Prairie Grove FFA

Camp Couchdale Advisory Committee Chair
Prairie Grove FFA

CAROL JOHNSON

AR FFA Foundation Development Council Chair

A Note from Your
Board Chairman

The first paragraph of the FFA creed, “I believe in the future of agriculture, with a
faith born not of words but of deeds - achievements won by the present and past
generations of agriculturists; in the promise of better days through better ways,
even as the better things we now enjoy have come to us from the struggles of
former years” was well illustrated by the 15,991 Arkansas FFA members in 229
chapters in 2020. The dedication of the state’s 333 agriculture science instructors
continued their task of building for the future by providing countless learning and
personal growth opportunities for FFA members.
The Arkansas FFA Foundation, Arkansas FFA,
and Camp Couchdale continued professional
fundraising efforts to ensure that the camp
facilities are able to provide FFA members
with the best learning experiences possible.
Great strides have been achieved and the
future of Arkansas FFA is better than ever,
thanks to each of our supporters for believing
in the future of agriculture and backing up
that support financially.
Thank you for supporting the Arkansas
FFA Foundation, Camp Couchdale and the
Arkansas FFA Association.
Sincerely,

Rob Roedel

Rob Roedel
Arkansas FFA Foundation Board Chairman
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